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What's Inside

A Note from Scott Riches

Scott Riches, President and Head of School

I hope that all of you had a wonderful and relaxing
Thanksgiving break spending quality time with
family and friends. It is only fitting to give thanks
this time of year to our wonderful staff and faculty,
parents, and students. I am so grateful to be part
of this amazing Pinewood community!
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We've Got Spirit >>
Explore how Pinewood's spirit activities
foster a joyful community, page 2

Academic Profile
Learn what makes Pinewood's K-12 math
program uniquely excellent, page 7

A Tech Program Equipped to Inspire
Excellence • See how giving at Pinewood
enables our students to build bigger, page 10

and so much more...
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Mr. Riches plays a game of "lightning" with     
 Middle Campus students during recess

<< 
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Upper Campus students dance
the night away at October's

Pinewood-Oakwood mixer
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by Emily Cardenas
At Pinewood, we like to have a good time and
enjoy each other’s company. In fact, ensuring
that our students grow and learn within a joyful
community is expressly part of our school's
mission. We pride ourselves on strong academics
but aren’t afraid to have a little fun together, too.
While some schools may not have the time or
resources to cultivate a joyful culture, Pinewood
intentionally integrates it into the school experience.
As Head of Upper Campus Gabriel Lemmon
explains, “The spirit activities bring us all together in
joy and community. We laugh together, we cheer
together, and we have fun together! On the surface,
they are simple amusement. But below, they
operate as a glue that binds us together in
meaningful ways.”

This bonding begins with the Lower Campus Buddy
Brigade. Second-Grade Buddies are the welcoming
face of Pinewood, helping Kinders and new students
find their way around campus. They use welcoming
faces and body language and are coached to help
when they see someone needing assistance. They
also invite children who are eating or playing alone
to join them, developing leadership and empathy
skills. “Being a Buddy is a very coveted job!,” says
Ann Braunstein, Lower Campus math and history
faculty and creator of the buddy program.

At Middle Campus, these relationships between
grades continue with the 3rd- and 6th-grade Buddy
Lunch. Despite their age differences, friendships
blossom between the buddies and contribute to
Pinewood’s warm community feel. There are cross-
campus connections, too, with an Upper-Middle
Campus rendezvous once a month, where some
Upper Campus students visit Middle Campus to
promote their athletic events, play dodgeball
together, and socialize. Continued on page 3 >>
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We've    
Got
Spirit!

Creating Pinewood's 
Joyful Community

2nd-Grade Buddy Brigade

3rd/6th-Grade Buddy Lunch

Upper Campus Holiday Movie Night
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We've Got Spirit! Continued from page 2...
Every Friday, there’s an all-school assembly, and
school spirit is high. As Middle Campus Head Brynn
Hambly explains about one of her favorite moments:
“To conclude the assembly, all Middle Campus
teachers and students make one big circle. Then,
together, often arm in arm, we sing the Pinewood
school song followed by the Pinewood fight song.
Once the songs are complete, each grade chants one
part of our Middle Campus theme: Bring out the Best
in Each Other. Not only does this weekly ritual bring
positivity and joy to our community, but it reminds
each of us that we belong.”

Spirit Day events are another favorite at Middle
Campus. Students and teachers are split into “Pine”
and “Wood” teams and compete against each other in
various ways throughout the year. They earn points
for their team, and on Sports Day–the last day of
school–the students compete against each other all
morning and the winning team gets to hang their flag
outside Middle Campus. There’s a flag ceremony and
the victor’s flag hangs all the next year until the next
Sports Day. Ria Walker, Physical Education teacher
and Middle Campus Assistant Athletic Director, says, 
“Not only is it something fun, but they’ll remember

"Not only does this weekly ritual bring
positivity and joy to our community, but it
reminds each of us that we belong."
– Brynn Hambly, Head of Middle Campus

Watch our Middle Campus
students chant this year's
theme: Bring Out the Best
in Each Other at their
weekly assembly. Middle Campus Sports Day 2021

these spirit moments forever. And having gone to
Pinewood, these are the moments that stand out.
These spirit moments allow students to interact not
just with their classmates but students outside of
their grade–it’s awesome to watch a 6th grader
interact with a 3rd grader.”

Establishing an authentic community is a top priority
at Upper Campus. The year begins with class bonding
field trips: the junior high goes bowling and to the
Santa Cruz Boardwalk, the freshmen go on an
overnight retreat in Santa Cruz, the tenth grade tries
their luck in an escape room, scavenger hunt, and
bubble soccer, the eleventh grade also has an
overnight in Santa Cruz, and the seniors have an
adventure river rafting on the American River. Says
Kyle Riches, the new Director of Student Life, “Class
trips at the beginning of the year are a crucial piece to
really hit the ground running and start off the school
year successfully. It provides an opportunity for
students to bond with their classmates and establish
that grade-level unity, which is an integral part of
what makes Pinewood special and what makes the
school function. While this experience is especially
important for grades that have new students coming
in at the beginning of the year to help these students
integrate quickly, it's also just as important for grades
that have been together for four, six, or twelve years.
I'm just so grateful I work at a place that values
community building and school spirit–these trips help
do exactly that.” Continued on page 4 >>

https://www.instagram.com/reel/ClHEJuaJ1WO/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/reel/ClHEJuaJ1WO/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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We've Got Spirit! Continued from page 3...
Spirit Days are also woven into the fabric of daily life at Upper
Campus. From lunchtime events for major holidays to sporting
events, students are able to connect and make memories
together, whether it’s a Green vs. Gold tug-of-war competition
or playing “Red Light Green Light.” And just like at Middle,
Upper also has Spirit Week: there’s a daily Pine vs. Wood
competition where students compete in fun activities such as
trivia, dodgeball, or capture the flag. There are also Spirit
Assemblies such as Fallistic, where the fall sports teams are
promoted in a student-run assembly in front of the whole
community. As Upper Campus Head Haley Hemm explains,
“Laughter is medicine for the soul. And there is nothing we do
more than laugh during spirit activities! Each time we join in
school-wide laughter, we release tension, relax our bodies and
minds, and build community.” 

But perhaps the most exciting Pinewood spirit event is the
annual Jamboree. Taking place every October, this K-12 event
sees Upper Campus transformed into a carnival, with bounce
houses for the kids, club stalls lining the hallways, and food and
snacks galore. Music and dance performers across the grades 

"At the end of the day, we want to
personally make Pinewood as

fun, as safe, as positive for every
single student that's here."

– Ria Walker, Middle Campus faculty

Senior Class Trip 2022

Life’s rhythms and seasons of change keep time pressing ever
forward, faster and faster. Especially when it comes to our children,
we as parents and educators can all attest to how quickly the days,
months, and years fly by. In this season of gratitude, we want to
express our thankfulness for the Pinewood community–the people
who surround us during these fleeting, precious moments that
amount to joyful years that our children will never forget.

perform for the entire community, and students and teachers connect with people whom they don’t normally see.
“It’s so fun to see a senior going to hug their 3rd-grade teacher. You see how those connections last over multiple
years,” says Kyle Riches. Adds Walker, “At the end of the day, we want to personally make Pinewood as fun, as
safe, as positive for every single student that’s here. Everyone should come to school and have a good time and be
full of happiness! It’s what I live for!” 

The joy certainly abounds. • 

Thankful for Our 
Pinewood Community

January 28th • All-School Lunar New Year Celebration
March 18th • All-School Holi Celebration
April 15th • Roaring 20s Benefit Auction

Mark your calendar for Pinewood’s community
events coming up in the new year. Details to follow.

Questions about an event? Contact Anne Wong, Director of Alumni
and Community Engagement, at awong@pinewood.edu.

mailto:awong@pinewood.edu
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Pinewood
Happenings

High School Fall Play
Students shined in
their November
production of Mr.
Burns, a tribute to live
theater, the resilience
of the human spirit–
and Bart Simpson–
through the ages.

<< Jamboree
Pinewood's annual
Jamboree in October
was a fun-filled day
complete with bounce
houses for the kids,
club stalls lining the
hallways, and spirited
student musical
performances.

2W performed Character
Matters in October

6G performed The Little
Mermaid, Jr. in October

<< Diwali
K-6 students
celebrated the
bright and colorful
holiday of Diwali in
October with the
help of our
wonderful parent
volunteers who
made it all
possible.
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International Week >>
Upper Campus celebrated

the beautiful diversity of
cultures represented at

our school during
November's International

Week. Led by Olivia
Bradley of the World

Languages department
and Anne Wong, our

Director of Alumni and
Community Engagement,

and with the invaluable
help of our faculty and

parents, this week was a
meaningful experience for

our campus community.
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2Y performed Little Red
Riding Hood in November

Upper Campus
students enjoyed the

Pinewood-Oakwood
mixer in October

4G performed Frozen,
Kids in November

Five high school athletes signed their letters
of intent in November to compete at their
future colleges and universities
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What Makes
Pinewood's K-12
Math Program
Uniquely Excellent

Academic Profile

by Department Heads Ann Braunstein (K-6)
and Anna Scicinska (7-12), and Emily Cardenas

Earlier this semester, students in Algebra 2 had some
unique problems to solve: how would they build a
catapult that would launch a Skittle into a bucket?
And how could students use this catapult to model
quadratic equations? The students were up for the
challenge, researching, designing, and building a
catapult while collecting important data along the way
such as total time, horizontal distance, and vertical
distance of the Skittle. Ultimately, students used their
data to create a quadratic equation to match the
flight path of the candy. Says Michael S., “I learned
that math can have real-world applications and that it
can help us understand our world better.” 

This hands-on approach to the curriculum helps
Pinewood students gain not only critical thinking
skills, but practical experience. The Pinewood
mathematics department promotes an academically
focused, supportive, and rigorous curriculum,
enabling students to think critically and reach their
fullest potential while preparing them for their future
mathematics studies. 

Pinewood’s strong math foundation begins at Lower
Campus. There, students are introduced to math
through engaging lessons in a joyful setting, learning
skills in fun, hands-on, immersive activities while
gaining proficiency in core concepts. Students are
often encouraged to work collaboratively in order to
learn teamwork strategies and practice effective
communication. For example, in kindergarten,
student teams apply their art and engineering skills
by building haunted houses using three-dimensional
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solids. First graders create carnival games to learn
how to identify, use, and calculate with money.
Second graders work in teams to survey their peers
about the types of PE equipment to buy in a data
collection and graphing activity. The entire Lower
Campus comes together to celebrate the 100th day of
school with creative projects and activities in all
curricular areas to explore the number 100.

As the children move to Middle Campus, they apply
and build on what they have learned in new and
challenging ways. For example, 4th graders find the
volume of the different solids they were introduced to
in kindergarten. Fifth-grade students advance their
statistics knowledge when they collect, organize,
analyze and interpret data from the NCAA March
Madness basketball tournament using the data
collection and analysis skills they first used in second
grade. By 6th grade, students are graphing linear
equations and systems of equations on a coordinate
plane, while simplifying expressions using order of
operations skills they were first shown in 2nd grade.
Continued on page 8 >>

The Pinewood mathematics
department promotes an academically
focused, supportive, and rigorous
curriculum, enabling students to think
critically and reach their fullest
potential while preparing them for
their future mathematics studies. 
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What Makes Pinewood's K-12 Math Program
Uniquely Excellent, Continued from page 7... 
By the time students reach Upper Campus, the
foundation is set and students are ready to move on
to high school math classes, from Algebra 1 and
Geometry to AP Calculus and AP Statistics.
Throughout these classes, students learn how to use
the various graphing calculator utilities to support
their learning, especially with applications problems.
Another aspect that makes the Upper Campus
notable is the small class size: teachers are able to
interact personally with every student in the class,
and students are supported outside of class with
daily Math Lab and individual office hours. An annual
highlight is the celebration of Pi Day, with various
activities including Pi digit recitation, a fun pie-eating
contest, and a pie bake-off. 

Many Pinewood alumni can attest that much of their
success in college math courses comes from their
exceptional Pinewood roots. Says Jack Berkowitz ’21,
an electrical engineer major and math minor at the
University of San Diego, “Pinewood's math program
has given me a concrete understanding of the
fundamentals of math, allowing me to more easily
understand more challenging concepts in higher
level math classes, as calculus especially builds on
itself. Calculus and Trigonometry have not only
helped me in math classes, as in my physics and
other engineering classes, concepts from these
classes are consistently applied. The strong base of
knowledge that Pinewood gave me allows me to
keep up in lectures and not fall behind.”  •
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High school humanities students put their
knowledge of medieval architecture to work by
building castles using the creative mode of
Minecraft. As a team, freshmen Harry Y. and
Billy L. created these exterior and interior
renderings of their medieval castle.

Lauren Ortmann teaching
8th-grade geometry

Our 5th graders learned this semester how to
make a master’s copy with the use of oil pastels.
The chosen artist was Edgar Degas, a realist
painter who appreciated his surroundings by
depicting everyday life in his work.

Adeline Xie
5th Grade

Alicia Y.
Kindergarten

This month in art class, our K-2 students learned
about the principle of value by adding various
amounts of white and black to a color to create
tints and shades of that color.

Harry Y. Billy L.
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I loved talking with the Lower Campus students the day after
the Jamboree, Monday morning at our assembly. I asked for
students to share their favorite Jamboree memories and
events. Although the obstacle course was definitely a fan
favorite, I was so pleasantly surprised by how many of the
students stated the fact that their favorite memory was
seeing their teachers there. The students really do love
coming together as a community; it is very meaningful to
them, as it should be. As we focus more and more on bringing
our three campuses together as “one school,” the Jamboree,
and the community spirit it brings and builds, stands out to
me as a great example of why this is so important.
Sarah Haun, Head of Lower Campus

Watching 6G perform The Little Mermaid, Jr. and 4G
perform Frozen, Jr. filled my heart with pride. These

students poured their hearts into their shows. Not only
were both productions excellent, but it is clear that the

experience of putting on a play gives these students
the opportunity to take creative risks, collaborate, and

solve problems together. Not only was I proud of these
fantastic shows but also proud to be a part of a school

that values the performing arts.
Brynn Hambly, Head of Middle Campus 

As a person who lived in Mexico for six years, I was
so grateful and gratified to see the ofrenda for the

Day of the Dead at Upper Campus. It brought back
many memories of my time there. Additionally, I got

the opportunity to honor my deceased father by
placing a picture of him within the display. The

Spanish department deserves a great deal of credit
for bringing us this opportunity to investigate other

cultures and their practices.
Gabriel Lemmon, Head of Upper Campus

During a Wayfinder lesson in advisory with my 10th grade
students, we were exploring the four pillars that make life
meaningful: belonging, purpose, transcendence, and
storytelling. As advisory was coming to a close, it began
raining outside. In a chorus, my students proposed, “Ms.
Hemm, can we please go out in the rain? We need more
transcendence in our life, right?” Students making
meaningful and immediate connections to the world around
them makes me tremendously proud. 
Haley Hemm, Assistant Head of Upper Campus
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What was one moment from the past month
that made you feel proud to be a Panther?

WE ASKED OUR
CAMPUS HEADS
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Don't Miss a
Moment
Follow @ourpinewood
on Instagram for K-12
highlights throughout
each week.

This newsletter is
brought to you by
the Pinewood
Communications
Team. Thank you
for reading!

Pinewood's Annual Fund supports critical programs that help our
students flourish–those that we cannot fund with tuition alone. Donations
to the Annual Fund are put immediately to work in the classroom to
provide your student an exceptional education. The Annual Fund is the
school's main fundraising priority each year.

Learn more about how giving at
Pinewood elevates us from
excellent to exceptional in the
2021-22 Impact Report.

MAKE YOUR GIFT OR PLEDGE TODAY

mailto:communications@pinewood.edu
https://issuu.com/pinewood_school/docs/imapact_report_issuu
https://issuu.com/pinewood_school/docs/imapact_report_issuu
https://issuu.com/pinewood_school/docs/imapact_report_issuu
https://issuu.com/pinewood_school/docs/imapact_report_issuu
https://issuu.com/pinewood_school/docs/imapact_report_issuu
https://www.instagram.com/ourpinewood/
https://issuu.com/pinewood_school/docs/imapact_report_issuu
https://issuu.com/pinewood_school/docs/imapact_report_issuu
https://giving.veracross.com/pinewood/22-23_affonlinegivingform

